
P5 Daily Literacy Work – Friday Week Beginning  18.05.20 

This week’s spelling words: 

L.I. We are learning to spell our words correctly using the ‘ed’ ending. 

These words all have the past tense ‘ed’ ending that we briefly talked about when we were learning about 

newspaper article features. 

Mild Spicy Hot 

saved  amazed  eliminated  

baked  smiled  duplicated  

closed  smoked  acknowledged   

hated  shaped  acquired  

hoped  enjoyed  participated  

joked  floated  encouraged  

named  moaned  anticipated  

noted  nailed  recognised  

tuned  joined  sequenced  

used  cooked  separated  

waved  heated  illuminated  

liked  painted  sympathised  

looked  pointed  manufactured   

opened  sailed  tolerated  

played  shifted  exaggerated  

 

Activities for Spelling Words above: 

1. Choose which level of words you are going to work on this week, Mild/Spicy/Hot. For each word Look, Say, Cover, 

Write, Check. Make sure you do not peep at the words before you check that you have spelled them correctly.  

2. Once you have written your words into your home learning jotter, now dot-dash them. 

3. Find the definition of 3 words above and write them into your 

jotter. 

Common Words Spelling Activity  

In your home learning pack, you should have a copy of your common word 

list and the planet level you are working on. Please do not move onto the 

next level/planet word list until the next week even if you can spell the 

words 100% correctly. Common word lists should change at your own 

pace and you should keep practising the common words using the weekly 

common words spelling activity until you are able to write them with 

100% accuracy. If you can spell the words correctly you could move onto a 

new set of words each week. 

 

 

Spelling Rhymes! 

• Write out your common words at the side 

of each word in your common word 

spelling booklet. 

• On a separate piece of paper, write out 

your common words once again in a list 

and make sure you have spelled the 

words correctly; checking them against 

your common word list. 

• Now write at least 2 rhyming words next 

to each common word. 

E.g. You may have the common word ‘fold’, 

write words that rhyme at the side: 

Fold: cold, bold, told, sold, gold, hold. 

 


